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The Nuts brand targets affluent acquirers and liberal sophisticates, with a unique take on the packaging of a product usually relegated to a plastic bag.

The bold cardboard and ribbon aesthetic speaks to the target market’s appreciation of how things appear, and the strong presence of nutritional information  
recognises their desire to be informed consumers. Despite the layered appearance, the packaging is created from a single die line.

PACKAGING & BRANDING

NUTS
 



“Fatto in Casa” - made from home. This rustic recipe book centers around the fundamentals of Italian cooking and is essential in every household. 

Key to the presentation is a focus on photography, visually illustrating the key steps for the budding Italian chef. Visual cues and colouring are borrowed from the yellow 
and beige hues of pasta, and are consistent throughout. The handwritten titling and pencil-drawn illustration style supports the lovingly-hand-made approach the book. 

RECIPE BOOK DESIGN

FATTO IN CASA



Délasser is a new brand of luxury interior paints, aimed at affluent, fashion-aware females aged 40 plus. A clean, fresh brand with strong lines and minimal design presents a 
range of contemporary colour collections representing iconic periods of fashion.

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

DÉLASSER



The available colour palettes are presented with an innovative large-page swatch book, which allows the customer to tear out the large swatches  
to place around their home. This fits into a Colour Box which also hold 4 test pots and reinforces the brand message. 

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

DÉLASSER



Promotional materials focus on the aesthetic values of the target market, with bold and minimal interior layouts featuring the current range of Délasser colours.  
A look book illustrates the season’s colours in full, while print ads of specific collections can be placed in targeted magazines.

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

DÉLASSER



A quirky adventure story from the unique director Wes Anderson, this DVD design portrays on the meticulous yet haphazard nature of  
Steve Zissou’s revenge quest against the mythical shark who killed his partner.

A collection of artefacts synonymous with the film’s protagonist is collected on top of a map, as if the objects were being collated in preparation for beginning a great 
journey. These frame and draw attention to the clean typography of the main title, a single clean tile amongst the realism of the surrounding photograph.

DVD COVER DESIGN

THE LIFE AQUATIC



WORLD BUSKERS FESTIVAL
POSTAGE STAMP DESIGN

The World Buskers Festival evokes emotions of fascination and wonder. And long ago, the circus sideshows of a bygone era once also elicited these 
same reactions from audiences.

This collectors stamp set harks back to that bygone era of entertainment. It features strong icons of that time, hand-drawn with watercolour textures. 

Designed as part of a group project featured along side the first-edition brochure and postcard set.



A brand designed to solve a real need - painlessly obtaining fresh fruit and vegetables with a busy urban lifestyle. Discerning consumers are not interested in the stale 
produce available on their supermarket trips, and seldom have the time to go out of their way to visit speciality green grocers.

Locavore uses a classic green leaf device to depict its values around freshness, and this translates well to black and white for packaging.  
Macro photography of fresh fruit and vegetables is an important element to the brand, and further portrays a feeling of freshness.

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

LOCAVORE



The brand experience also includes an at-workplace paper form, which is linked to the customers online account. Office-bound workers could complete a form on Monday 
for their produce to arrive Wednesday. The core design of the form is the same across web and paper versions, enhancing familiarity of the Locavore process and brand. 

This week’s order

LOCAVORE.CO.NZ

Name:

Email:

Signature:

Week 26 beginning Monday June 24th

LOCAVORE THIS WEEK

01. Baby Spinach

02. Beetroot

03. Broccolini

04. Cabbage (mini)

05. Caeser Romaine 

06. Capsicum 

07. Carrots 

08. Celery 

09. Cos (Large)

10. Kumara

11. Leek 

12. Mushrooms 

13. Onions 

14. Potatoes (Rua)

15. Pumpkin (crown) 

16. Rhubarb 

17. Silverbeet  

18. Spring onion 

19. Tomatoes 

20. Yakon 

21. Apples (Ambrosia)

22. Apples (ENVY)

23. Bananas (Fair Trade)

24. Kiwifruit (Green)

25. Mandarins

26. Pears (Winter Nelis)

27. Persimmons 

28. Tamarillos 

09 365 9021 | 0800 5622 867 
contact@locavore.co.nz

See something you don’t like? 
Write the number of your preferred replacement in the green square next to it.

Let us know how much you want

HOW HUNGRY?

Mini-Medley 

Sibling Feeder

Supersize Me

Orchard Pick

Vegetable Buff

Perfect for couples 

Small family or flat 

For hungry households!

A big box of fresh fruit!

Great for a vegetarian couple

$34  

$45 

$60

$45 

$34

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

LOCAVORE



A website was designed which allows ordering and complete account management. Simplicity of navigation was core to the experience, and clear form design was important for the 

management of the various parts of the account and ordering process.

Despite the web focus, the idea is the user needn’t login every week - a set-and-forget for your fruit and vege shopping.

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

LOCAVORE

Your LocavoreHome Shop Account

Mindy Wigglesworth  | Sign out

01. Baby Spinach

02. Beetroot

03. Broccolini

04. Cabbage (mini)

05. Caeser Romaine 

06. Capsicum 

07. Carrots 

08. Celery 

09. Cos (Large)

10. Kumara

11. Leek 

12. Mushrooms 

13. Onions 

14. Potatoes (Rua)

15. Pumpkin (crown) 

16. Rhubarb 

17. Silverbeet  

18. Spring onion 

19. Tomatoes 

20. Yakon 

21. Apples (Ambrosia)

22. Apples (ENVY)

23. Bananas (Fair Trade)

24. Kiwifruit (Green)

25. Mandarins

26. Pears (Winter Nelis)

27. Persimmons 

28. Tamarillos 

Week 26 beginning Monday June 24th

THIS WEEK

See something you don’t like? 
Write the number of your preferred replacement in the field next to it.

YOUR LOCAVORE

Box:  Supersize Me 

Delivery: Tuesday, 25th June 2013

Cost: $45

Extras: 1 dozen free range eggs

Swaps: Pumpkin  Kumara 
 Apples  Mandarins 
 Celery   Capsicum

Last week

This week

Next week

Edit details

Add extras

Cancel order

Your LocavoreHome Shop Account

Awesome! Got home 
today to see my fruit 
and vege had arrived -  
I only ordered 
yesterday. Thanks! 

I love walking right 
past the fresh 
food section of my 
supermarket now, 
excellent service.

The finest local produce,  
direct to your door.
How many times have you bit into a mushy apple, “fresh” from the 
supermarket? Or got stuck in traffic, when travelling out of your way to get 
to a fresh fruit and vege store? Too many times.

Locavore fixes this. With the freshest, crispest local fruit and vegetables 
delivered to your door every week, you and your family can get your  
five-plus-a-day with zero hassle.

   Online ordering with  
advanced customisation

  Easy workplace ordering  
and delivery options

   Get your fruit and vege 
automatically on a  
standing order

Login |  Register

Just click Shop to get your hands on  
your first box of Locavore goodies!

~ Jocelyn, Three Lamps

~ Jeremy, Westmere

TESTIMONTIALS



With the 2014 New Zealand general election closing in, National is rebranding in an attempt to capture the hearts of lost voters. Moving away from hard corners and 
clutter, they’ve adopted smooth curves and relaxed typography to soften their brand.

National’s web address was brought to the fore in the redesign, and is used consistently throughout all branding, in recognition of the shift to digital media for brand 
communications. This serves a dual purpose - firstly enhancing recall of their web address, and secondly helping to align National with a new breed of web-native voters.

IDENTITY

NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL PARTY



This is homebrew for the “creator connoisseur” - a new breed of customers who are not looking to just consume, but to create as well. The digital age has reduced barriers 
to creation - the information to learn a new skill is just a web search away, and hobbyists of all types congregate online to share.

Alpha Ales is a first addictive step into craft home beer brewing for design-led, urban, creator consumers. The brand has been designed to be bold and strong, with an 
educational product design that speaks to the DIY / no. 8 wire mentality ingrained in all Kiwis. The product demystifies home brewing, informing the user and removing 
many of the barriers that make home brewing so intimidating.

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

ALPHA ALES



Packaging is designed to be visually strong, informative brand pieces. The packaging is of high utility, and is designed for the customer to keep their brew supplies in for 
ongoing brand reinforcement. With it’s 6-pack carrier cardboard box style, it also resonates strongly with craft-beer symbols and aesthetic.

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

ALPHA ALES



The web experience is core to Alpha Ales. The customer is guided through the ingredient selection for the creation of their own craft beer, learning about each ingredient 
type as they step through the purchase experience. Using controls that feature terminology familiar to fans of beer, customers design their own custom beer ready for them 
to start brewing, without knowing the daunting intricacies that can be intimidating when starting out.

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

ALPHA ALES

TERMS OF SERVICE PRIVACY COPYRIGHT ALPHA ALES  LTD 2013

STARTING OUT INGREDIENTS BEER JOURNAL MY RECIPES INVENTORYCREATE A BREW

LOGOUT Mindy Wigglesworth ACCOUNT

CART $82.00 (4) 

WELCOME

STARTING OUT

CREATE A BREW

From the annals of Kiwi DIY comes Alpha Ales, the 
screw-it-I'll-just-do-it-myself of craft home brewing.

Bucking against the watery home brew that your Uncle 
used to force on all at Christmas, Alpha Ales lets you 
design you own lip-smacking home-brewed craft beers. 
As strong as you like, as hoppy as you like, as dark as 
you like, however you like.

We've got the clear-cut brew guides and top-notch 
ingredients. You've got at least a little bit of gumption. 
Combine these two, you'll make a damn fine brew.

You'll see.

TERMS OF SERVICE PRIVACY COPYRIGHT ALPHA ALES  LTD 2013

STARTING OUT INGREDIENTS BEER JOURNAL MY RECIPES INVENTORYCREATE A BREW

LOGOUT Mindy Wigglesworth ACCOUNT

CART $82.00 (4) 

The flower of the hop plant is used to create balance, for adding flavour and aroma to beer. 

Different hops are used to brew different styles of beer. For example, Cascade hops give 
American pale ales their distinct citrusy quality, and Saaz hops lend the spicy/herbal character 
found in European pilsners. New Zealand has an incredible source of homegrown hops 
particulary from Nelson, due to the temperate growing conditions.

Hops also serve as a natural preservative for your beer, helping to prevent spoilage.

BITTERING HOPS

Hops boiled early on in 
the process provide the 
beer with bitterness to 
balance the malt sugars.

FINISHING HOPS

Adding hops briefly at 
the end of the boil adds 
flavour and aroma to 
the beer.

DRY HOPPING

Adding hops directly 
to the fermenter lends 
additional hop aroma 
to the beer.

MALTING COOLING

CART (4 ITEMS)

HOPPING

THREE WAYS TO USE HOPS:



Disclaimer: All work contained within this document has been developed and 
produced by students at Media Design School for educational purposes only.  
This work is not intended for commercial use or financial gain.

Statement: Media Design School (MDS) supports the legal use of copyright material 
in accordance with the Copyright Act 1994 (the Act) and the Privacy Act 1993.  
Unless otherwise stated, copyright material contained herein may be in the 
intellectual property of MDS, a member of staff or third parties.  
Any commercial exploitation of this material is expressly prohibited without the 
written permission of the owner. 

Locavore photos and all product photos belong to Mindy Wigglesworth.

Swatch photos for Dèlasser sourced from Google. 

All photographs used within the recipe book belong to James Wigglesworth,  
with the exception of the pizza dough image sourced from Google.



021 190 1185 • hello@mindy.co.nz

www.mindy.co.nz

MINDY WIGGLESWORTH

THANK YOU


